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Effect of liquid films on the isothermal drying of porous media
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We study the effects of liquid films on the isothermal drying of porous media. They are important for the
transport of liquid to an evaporation interface, far from the receding liquid clusters. Through a transformation,
the drying problem is mapped to the Laplace equation around the percolation liquid clusters. From its solution,
the properties of drying are obtained in terms of the capillary number. Consistent with experimental evidence,
film flow is shown to accelerate drying significantly.
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The drying of porous media is an important process@1#,
finding applications to areas such as wood, paper, and
textile industry, the drying of foodstuff and pharmaceutic
products, and the remediation of contaminated soils by va
extraction. The problem was originally addressed using p
nomenological equations@1#. Recent work has focused o
pore-level studies@2#, which have improved significantly ou
understanding of the process. Like many phase-change
cesses in porous media@3#, drying is a drainage proces
where the evaporating liquid is effectively displaced by
nonwetting gas. In the absence of viscous effects, the
terns of the receding liquid interfaces are those of invas
percolation~IP! @4#, with mass transfer in the gas phase co
trolling the rates by which the liquid clusters recede. IP a
plies at low drying rates~which always occur at the late
stages of the process!. Elaborate pore-network models hav
been developed to account for viscous effects@5–8#, advec-
tion and transients in the gas phase@7#, and temperature
gradients@9#.

In all these, films have not been considered. The g
liquid interface was assumed only in the conventional fo
of menisci spanning a pore-throat cross section. Such
nisci will recede to adjacent pores, when the pressure dif
ence exceeds the pore-throat capillary threshold. In real
~e.g., polygonal! pore geometries, however, this movemen
accompanied by the formation of macroscopic liquid film
along the pore surface. The films provide hydraulic cond
tivity and can be important in the transport of mass. Previ
experimental work on drying reported on their existence a
speculated on their role@2,5,10#.

Laurindo and Prat@2# visualized drying in etched-glas
micromodel experiments and compared their results to
dictions from a pore-network simulator, which did not i
clude films. A mismatch between experimental and simu
tion drying rates by a factor of six was reported, a
attributed to liquid films. Shaw@10# found that the drying
front in a cell containing packed beads receded one orde
magnitude faster than when the cell was empty. He also
tributed this enhancement to fluid counterflow through film
and argued that film flow is the dominant mechanism in
drying of porous materials. This seemingly important mec
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nism has not been accounted for or explained in previ
models, despite many efforts. The purpose of this paper i
close the gap and provide a theory that accounts for film fl
and is consistent with the experimental findings.

Consider the isothermal evaporation of a sing
component liquid in a porous medium, one end of which
open to the ambient environment, which is kept fully d
~Fig. 1! ~see@8# for nonisothermal effects!. All other ends are
no-flux boundaries. At any stage, we distinguish three kin
of pores~Fig. 1!: poresL, fully occupied by liquid, poresG,
fully occupied by gas, and poresF, occupied by gas but also
containing macroscopic liquid films. All pores are su
rounded by an interconnected solid matrix. The existence
pores of typeF is a distinct feature of this work. We stres
that our focus is on macroscopic~thick! films, e.g., which
form in the corners of polygonal pores, and where flow
driven by capillary pressure gradients. Thin films, whi
have very low flow conductivity~e.g., @11#!, are neglected.
We will account for viscous effects in the films~F pores!, but
not in the continuous liquid and gas~regionsL andG!. Mass
transfer in the gas is assumed by diffusion. These assu
tions are typically valid in drying problems@2,7# ~see
also @8#!.

FIG. 1. Schematic of liquid and gas phase patterns in dryi
indicating the various types of pores present. The gas phase in
film region F is saturated, with evaporation occurring at the fil
tips ~interface I!. The boundary of the liquid clustersP follows
locally IP patterns, and recedes at a rate dictated by film fl
through each cluster.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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We will parametrize a film by its radius of curvatur
r (x,t). Assuming capillary equilibrium the pressure in th
film is Pl52g/r , whereg is the surface tension, and whe
without loss we set the gas pressure,Pg , to zero. Because
the films are macroscopic, and the pore geometry fixed, t
thickness is proportional tor. Flow in the film is viscous,
described by a Poiseuille-type law@12#, e.g., Qx
52(ar 4/m l)(]Pl /]x), for the volumetric flow rateQx
along directionx. Here,m l is liquid viscosity anda a dimen-
sionless constant, depending on film and throat geom
@12#. For a single liquid film in a throat of a square cro
section, and of zero contact angle,a50.0022.

To proceed, we must write mass balances for the eva
rating species in the film and in the gas, and couple them
the liquid and gas regions. Given the complexity of the p
space this is not trivial. However, meaningful progress
possible with a relatively simple approach. For this, we ne
insight from the physics of a single film in a long capillar
extending along directionx. The mass balance in such a fil
is

b
]r 2

]t
5S ag

3m l
D ]2r 3

]x2 2Qe , ~1!

whereb is another constant, the evaporation rate is appro
matelyQe'dDr (Ce2C)/r lR, D is an effective mass diffu-
sivity, C is the cross-sectionally averaged mass concentra
in the gas, withCe the equilibrium value,r l is liquid density,
andR is an equivalent throat size. For a square capillaryb
'@12(p/4)# and d'p/2. Correspondingly, the mass ba
ance in the gas is

]C

]t
5D

]2C

]x2 1
mr lQe

Ap
, ~2!

where Ap;R2 is the capillary area andm the number of
films in the capillary. We must emphasize that Eqs.~1! and
~2! capture only integral characteristics of the film. Abse
are many detailed, locally important phenomena, such
Marangoni instabilities, van der Waals attraction, and non
thermal evaporation@13#. However, as noted above, and fu
ther illustrated below, our objective is to capture leadin
order effects of isothermal drying at the pore-network sca
which extends over a multitude of pores. We submit t
these are adequately represented with the simpler descri
in Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

The two equations~1! and~2! were solved elsewhere@8#.
Two key results were found:~i! A steady state in ther andC
profiles is rapidly established, and~ii ! for practical purposes
evaporation occurs only near the film tip, in a region exte
ing over a few capillary radii. The development of a stea
state is expected and it is common to other diffusion-ty
processes in disordered media@15#. The fact that evaporation
is restricted to a narrow region is a consequence of the c
fined narrow geometry of the capillary. The gas phase
comes rapidly saturated and the concentration decays e
nentially, hence evaporation is limited to the region near
film tips. Capillarity-driven film flow supplies the require
liquid flux.
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It is not difficult to accept that the same physics al
apply to a network of capillaries~pores!. Therefore, we sub-
mit that the drying of porous media can be simplified usi
the same two approximations. Thus~i! in region F, the gas
phase is saturated (C5Ce), evaporation does not occur, an
the film flow is steady. By using the dimensionless variab
z[C/Ce and r[r /r 0 , wherer 0 is a characteristic film ra-
dius ~or a roughness scale@14#!, we then have

¹2r350 and z51 in region F. ~3!

In Eq. ~3! we used the Laplace equation as the analog of
steady state of Eq.~1!. We also assumed locally consta
geometries~hence transport coefficients! and have upscaled
the problem, such that nowr ~or r! stands for an appropri
ately volume-averaged radius. A similar approach was u
for Eq. ~4!. ~ii ! In regionG, films are absent and mass tran
fer is by steady-state diffusion, thus

¹2z50 and r50 in region G. ~4!

~iii ! Finally, evaporation is assumed to occur across
evaporation interface I~Figs. 1 and 2!, where r 50 andC
5Ce. Then, a mass balance leads to the following dim
sionless equation:

1

Ca

]r3

]n
5

]z

]n
at interface I where r50 and z51

~5!

and wheren is the unit normal to the interface. Equation
~3!–~5! describe the problem in the regions outside the liq
clusters. They depend on only a one-dimensionless par
eter, the effective capillary number Ca[3m lApDCe /
magr 0

3r l . Drying is driven by the conditionsz50 at the
open end of the domain andr51 at the cluster perimete
~Fig. 1!. An initially wet porous medium is considered.

Given that the location of interfaceI is unknown, the
problem appears rather complex. Closer inspection, howe
reveals that a simple transformation can lead to a straight
ward solution. For this, note thatr and z satisfy the same
Laplace equation in their respective, mutually exclusive,

FIG. 2. Isocontours of the solution of the Laplace equat
around the clusters of the drying front, with boundary conditio
F51 at the front andF50 at the open end.
3-2
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mainsF and G ~wherez and r are, respectively, constant!.
Further, at the dividing interfaceI, the normal fluxes ofr and
z are linearly related@through Eq.~5!#. Thus, the linear com-
bination

F[
r31zCa

11Ca
~6!

satisfies the Laplace equationeverywhere~in regionsF and
G!, including interfaceI, where F is continuous and ha
continuous derivatives. Thus, finding ther and z profiles
requires solving the Laplace equation forF in the domain
F1G, subject to the conditionsF51 at the liquid cluster
interfaceP, andF50 at the open end. InterfaceI, where the
films terminate, is located simply as the position whereF
5Ca/(Ca11).

To solve the complete problem requires knowledge of
location of interface~s! P. However, assuming that viscou
effects are negligible in the bulk liquid clusters, their inte
face is recursively obtained using IP rules, namely by inv
ing at every receding step the pore throat with the larg
radius ~e.g., see@2# and schematics of Figs. 1 and 2!. This
process, as is known by previous studies@4# is described by
the well-studied IP. In addition, during drying, liquid cluste
of finite size become disconnected and macroscopically
lated~Figs. 1 and 2, see also@7#!. However, films emanating
from such clusters are automatically included in the ab
description, the rates by which a given cluster drains be
dictated by the total flow rate through these films.

For a numerical illustration, we solved the problem in
square lattice of size 1503150. The lattice is assumed t
represent the pore network. Other lattice types~e.g., cubic,
hexagonal, etc.! are of course possible. The equation forF
was solved for successive positions of the receding liqu
gas interfaceP, using finite-differences and a successiv
overrelaxation~SOR! scheme. The interfaceP was deter-
mined recursively using IP algorithms~e.g., see@2,7#!.
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the iso-potential contours. T
reflect the solution of the Laplace equation around the v
ous percolation clusters, and display fractal features at c
distances, becoming smoother at a distance away. Figu
depicts numerically the schematics of Fig. 1. Percolation p
terns of the type shown in Fig. 2 were reported in both
experiments of Shaw@10# and Laurindo and Prat@2#. Figure
2 also shows the location of the film tips~evaporation inter-
face I! for the specific value of Ca50.1 ~whereF51/11).
Figure 3 shows the profile of the normalized film radiusr,
corresponding to the same drying stage, but with two diff
ent Ca values, Ca51024 and Ca51, respectively. At low Ca
@Fig. 3~a!#, the films are shown to extend all the way to t
open end, which is the place where all evaporation pra
cally occurs. However, when Ca isO(1), the films are
shorter@Fig. 3~b!#, leading to the formation of a completel
dry regionG, the extent of which increases with time.

Based on Eq.~6!, the overall drying rateF for a two-
dimensional~2D! geometry can be shown to scale as

F52
fDlCe~11Ca!

Ca
FD where FD[2E

a0

]F

]n
da.

~7!
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Here, f is porosity ~assumed constant!, l is a typical pore
length, and subscript 0 denotes the open boundary.FD is
only geometry~and time! dependent. For convenience, w
parametrize time by the characteristic time to drain a pore
volumeVp from its liquid, namely,

t* 5
Vpr lCa

fDCel ~11Ca!
. ~8!

In this notation, the dimensionless time intervalDt to ad-
vance a pore isDt521/*a0

(]F/]n)da, from which the
dimensionless timet can be obtained by integration.

Figure 4 shows a log-log plot of the gas saturationSg ,
defined as the fraction of the total liquid evaporated co
pared to the initial vs the dimensionless timet. This curve is
the ensemble average of ten Monte Carlo realizations. It
pendsonly on the geometry of the pore spaceand it is the
same forany value of Ca~therefore, also for the case of n
films, e.g., as in@2#!, as noted above. The dependence on
enters upon converting Fig. 4 to dimensional time. As Eq.~8!
shows, this is obtained by shifting the logt axis by logt*
~which at Ca!1 is equal to shifting log Ca). It follows tha
an order of magnitude decrease in Ca leads to an orde
magnitude decrease in time and a corresponding increas
the drying rate.

We summarize our findings as follows: The extent of t
wetting films in drying increases with (Ca11)/Ca, namely,
with smaller values of Ca. The latter is favored by larg
interfacial tension, largerr 0 , and smaller viscosity and effec
tive diffusivity. The latter is a lumped parameter in o

FIG. 3. Dimensionless film thickness profiles~r vs the lattice
coordinates! for two different values of Ca@equal to 1024 and 1,
in ~a! and ~b!, respectively#, corresponding to the same extent
drying.
3-3
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model and may be different than the molecular diffusivity,
reflect additional mechanisms at the film tip@13# which were
neglected here. The drying rate increases as Ca decrease@by
the factor fDlCe(11Ca)/Ca], which at small Ca is in
versely proportional to Ca and scales as;f lgr 0

3/m lAp . We
reiterate that this is not an issue of increased film surf
area, given that evaporation is practically restricted to
film tips. Rather, at smaller Ca, capillarity helps to transp
liquid over larger distances, thus leading to steeper conc
tration gradients, as the film tips~and interfaceI! are closer
to the open boundary, and hence to larger evaporation r
Conversely, at larger Ca, the film extent is smaller, films
not contribute substantially, and the drying rates decre
All previous pore-network models@2,6,7# correspond effec-
tively to such condition of large Ca. In typical problem
where the capillary numbers is generally much less t

FIG. 4. Plot of the gas saturationSg vs the dimensionless timet.
This curve depends solely on the geometry of the medium and
pore space.
e
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O(1), we anticipate the existence of long films that drai
through the above ‘‘wicking’’ action, liquid all the way to th
open end, where it subsequently evaporates. For instanc
the experiments in@2# we have the rough estimate C
;1024, suggesting that liquid films~regionF! likely existed
in all gas-invaded pores and that a completely dry reg
~regionG! did not develop.

We close by briefly commenting on the conjecture
Shaw@10# regarding the scaling of the front width~namely,
of the interfaceP in Figs. 1 and 2! and the interpretation in
@5#. In the absence of films, a point of the interface closer
the open end~e.g., at pointA compared toB, Fig. 2! would
have larger evaporation rates, due to the compression o
concentration contours. This would lead to increased liq
flow rates towards pointA ~e.g., from pointB to point A!,
and to a concomitant gradient in the percolation probabil
The same argument also applies in the presence of fi
Films emanating from pointA will be closer to the open end
hence they would carry a higher liquid flow rate~e.g., com-
pared to films from pointB!, due to the increased evapor
tion at their tip. This higher rate would require increas
flow within the liquid cluster towards pointA, leading to the
same conclusions as in the above argument in the absen
films.

In this paper we studied the effect of wetting liquid film
in the isothermal drying of porous materials. Generally co
sidered a daunting task, this effect was accounted for
using a unique transformation. Simple scaling relations sh
that the drying rate increases as Ca decreases, but it satu
to a constant at high values of Ca. The results show that
flow can be an important mechanism for drying, consist
with available experimental evidence.

This work was partly supported by DOE Contract D
AC26-99BC15211, the contribution of which is grateful
acknowledged.
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